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The spectrum of stimulated Ranan scattering (SnS) usuatJy contains several Stokes and

anti-Stokes components (see [f]). ff there is no absorption for ar5r of the conponents, then

the total number of photons should be conserved in SRS. Tttis cornmunication deals with the

question of the distribution of the photons arnong the components at different laser-enission

intensity.

The active medium employed- was liquid nitrogen. The frequency of the Ranan scattering

in nitrogen is i, = {i25., "r-1 [t]. Ihe primary emitter was a ruby laser (io = r44oo c*-') '

Six Stokes components could thus be produced.* We l-ist below the wavelengths (in microns) of

some of these components. The +, -, and O signs denote respectively the Stokes and anti-Stokes

components and the laser emission.
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The absorptlon in nitrogen is snall for all of these conponents. High transformation coeffi-

cients were obtained. for SRS in liquid nitrogen ln [2]'
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ltre experimental setup is. s'lrown in Fig. 1'

lenses La and Lrr between vhieh a cell N, with

liquid nitrogen was placed. The ceII was 5 cm

1ong. The laser pulse applied to the nitrogen

vas 11 t I nsec ln ciuration and had a diver-

gence I + lt and a maxirnrm enerry -2.8 J. Fif-

ter F. made it possible to vary the input

enerry from the maximu value to zeto. Filter

f', separated the radiatlon of one component on\r. Calorirneters Ct and C, measured the input

and outtrnrt energies.

The energy of the forward racliatlon was measured for all the components from +2 to -4

(with L, having a focal length 3 cm). The energy distribution amor€ the components is highly

sensitive to the purity of the nitrogen. TLre presence of solid HrO and C0, Particles causes

scattering of the light in the liquid nitrogen. I?re results shcpn in Fig' 2 were obtained for

a scattering coefficient -O.02 cn-r.

The anti-Stokes cornponents were registered also with an lSP-30 spectrograph. It was

observed that the nrrnber of anti-stokes components depends strongly on the focal length of

Ihe radiation passes through two confocal
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Fig. 1. Diagratn of experimental setup
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the lens L, and ranges from five (when f, = 9 cm) to eight (when f, = 3 cm). Ttreir intensity
decreases with decreasing wavelength of the component (Fig. :).
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Fig. 2. Dnergy and relative number of photons in SRS tines
vs. Iaser-emission energ'y. Solid - radiation energy in the
different components, miL11jou1es; dashed - rerativl mrmber
of photons, per cent.
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Fig. 3. SRS spectrum in nitrogen

rt can be concluded from Fig. 2 that the radlatlon of al-l the Stokes componenrs appears
simultaneouslJ. Visual obserrmtions have shown that the anti-stokes cornponents appear simut-
taneous\r with the Stokes components vhen the laser emission energy is -20 mJ. Tlre form of
the curve for the zero eonponent indj.cates that practical\r the entire Laser emission is con-
verted when this threshold is exceed.ed.

As seen from Fig. 2, an effective conversion into the -4 component is possible and the
nnmber of photons in it reaches -L6fo at naxinum input energl. Holrever, an appreciabl_e con_
version into the -h component is attained much 1ater than lnto the _3 component. Tlris is
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apparently due to the decrease in the Raman-scattering probability with decreasing radiation

frequency. 0n this basis, we can hard\y expect a noticeable photon fraction in components

-) and -5 at the present\r attainable laser intensity. The radiation enerry in the +2 corn-

ponent, r.rhich is not shown in Fig. 2, ls approximately 2.J times as small as in the +1 compo-

nenl.

TLre curves of Fig. 2 give, apart from constants, the photon distribution among the com-

ponents as a f\rnction of the nunber of photons in the laser trrulse. Using these data we can

readi\y calculate what fraction of the prinary photons emerges from the nitrogen forward. Tlris

is shown by the dashed curve of Fig. 2. As seen from this curve, in a wide range of laser

power, approxirnte\y half the photons emerge forward. The photons in the anti-Stokes compo-

nents were dlsregarded ln the cafculations, but lt is clear that no significant changes vil-l

occur when they are taken accurate\r into account.

No anti-Stokes components were observed in the backward radiation. At an input energy

larger than 2 J, the backward radiation is approximately double the forvard radiation; in the

-4 conponent, the forward radiation is several times larger than the backward one.

The foregoing results make it obvious that the theory of stepwise SRS is not valid, at

least at large excitation intensities. Tlrere exists a strict\r defined threshold, beyond

which practical\r all the laser emission is transformed into the Stokes region. An insigni-

ficant fraction of the photons goes into the anti-Stokes region. When the intensi.ty of the

Iaser emj.ssion is increased, the photons are redistributed among the Stokes components. The

higher the laser intensity, the farther it is possible to go into the Stokes region. ff the

intensity is high enough, lre can expect transfer of the photons to the ertreme Stokes conpo-

nents. Tlris urcovers the posslbility of obtaining powerf\rl laser emissi.on j-n the far infrared.
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Rur*r, scattering of light of frequencyv can occur ifi >;'. lberefore the number

of possible Stokes components is equal to the integer part of in/i'.


